A Global Climate Healing Fantasy
And the Spirit of It All

What if 'creative folk' came up with some ideas for global healing and put it into a prayer that more creative folk really enjoyed... and got the attention of even the angels and nature spirits, and they all really got into the vision of what they saw.

And other folks said, "well, if you're going to have a fantasy, why not have one we can really enjoy, appreciate, and have fun with?" And this fantasy was so heart-tingling, that the angels and nature spirits began doing what they were allowed, to attract more humans' attention, and they all got into the 'High' of such a wonderful fantasy.

And so it went until the heart-filled fun became so contagious that 'regular folks' heard about it from their creative friends, and chancing a glimpse, checked out the novelty, and felt the glow of it, and they all really got into the Hope that it seemed to create.

And like a healer's tent show, the energy kept rising and expanding, and more people came, although mostly just for the fun of it at first. They brought folks that you'd think would never come to such a thing, the diversity of thought and feeling expanding the 'high' of the energy. And they all really got into the fun and creativity that was blooming.

And now the "practical" types came to see how such a thing could be, those that would usually only get into solution-oriented thinking, their minds started putting things together - born up by the creativity... feeling the work so practical, and even having fun inspite of themselves, and they all appreciated what seemed to be coming from the comradery.

And solutions were inspired that attracted many "very practical" folks, and these investors were curious to see if the solutions might pay off, and these "truly practical" folks began having fun, seeing possibilities, the practicality born up by the creativity born up by the fun of it all... and they were overcome with loving appreciation of each other's dreams.
The expanding high seemed to bring hope, and love became more apparent. Food and resources somehow became more and more available where needed, and the growing love and generosity expanded hope, expanding vision... And some said that the weather, all around the world, seemed to respond, just here and there at first, but increasingly and people began to notice. And more and more people, it seemed, began feeling the Spirit of It ALL.

And investments increased as "truly practical" people felt the energy, and as they say, things really started taking off - diversity of creativity, fun, love, even joy was being felt all around, and it seemed there was less and less investments available for those who seemed least interested in "the Spirit of It ALL."

And it seemed that the weather, all around the world, responded even more ... and we all laughed, remembering our fantasizing "what if ..."

And after that ...
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Light streamed forth into the minds of men.
Intelligence brought Balance on Earth.

And from the point of Love within the Heart of God
Love streamed forth into the hearts of men.
Earth's Balance became the priority for Humanity.

And from the center where the Will of God is known
Purpose guided the little wills of men -
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.

And from the center which we call the race of men
The Plan of Love and Light worked out.
And All actions were according to
The Highest Loving Will of God.

And the Power of the most Loving Light
restored the Plan of Balance on Earth.